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Biographical Description for The
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person

Davis, Michaela Angela, 1964-
Alternative Names: Michaela Angela Davis;

Life Dates: March 31, 1964-

Place of Birth: Landstuhl, Germany

Residence: Los Angeles, CA

Occupations: Magazine editor; Activist; Writer

Biographical Note

Magazine editor, activist, and writer Michaela Angela Davis was born in March 31,
1964 in Landstuhl, Germany. When she was young, Davis and her family moved to
Washington, D.C., where she attended the Duke ellington school for the Arts. Upon
graduation, Davis enrolled in new York University’s Tisch school of the Arts before
being accepted to the stella Adler Acting Conservatory in 1983. she gained fashion
experience by apprenticing with her aunt, a former stylist for Harper’s Bazaar, and
photographer richard Avedon.

In 1991, Davis was hired as an associate fashion editor for essence magazine. she then
became the founding fashion director for Vibe magazine in 1993. In 2002, Davis
worked as a stylist for the film paid in Full, before becoming editor-in-chief of Honey
magazine in 2003. Davis also published an essay titled “The Beautiful ones” for the
anthology everything but the Burden: What White people are Taking from Black
Culture in 2003.

In 2004, Davis returned to essence as the executive Fashion and Beauty editor while
simultaneously directing the Culture section. she launched the “Take Back the Music”
campaign along with essence in 2005 and appeared on VH1 news presents: Hip Hop
Videos – sexploitation on the set. That same year, Davis authored a gift book entitled
Beloved Baby: A Baby’s scrapbook and Journal. In 2008, she was featured in the
documentary The souls of Black Girls, as well as the BeT special, Hip Hop vs.
America II: Where Did the Love Go? Davis went on to become the chief creative
consultant and editorial brand manager for the rebranding of BeT. she appeared in
Black Cool: one Thousand streams of Blackness in 2011 with an essay titled
“resistance.” Also that year, she launched a community conversation project called
MAD Free: Liberating Conversations About our Image, Beauty and power as well as
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“BuryTheratchet: The revolutionary pro sisterhood Campaign” the following year.

The new York Chapter of the national Association for the Advancement of Colored
people recognized Davis as a “phenomenal Woman” in 2011, and the president of the
Borough of Manhattan presented her with a “Trailblazer Award.” In 2013, she was
honored with two separate “empowerment” awards from BLACK sTreeT and the
Feminist press.

Davis lives in Brooklyn and has one daughter, elenni Davis-Knight.

Michaela Angela Davis was interviewed by the The HistoryMakers on August 15,
2014.
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